Search engine optimization, or SEO, is a strategic process to help improve the visibility of a website. With hundreds of millions of websites littering the Internet, it is important for your business to employ basic SEO strategies to help rise above the online noise. Many fortune 500 companies spend thousands of dollars every year on web consultants to improve their search engine ranking. However, there are some simple and cost-effective steps you can take on your own to bump your website ranking up on Google, Yahoo! and Bing.

To help reach more consumers through your website, incorporate the following techniques:

1. Determine your keywords
   Keywords are the words or phrases that help consumers find your website and help define your brand. Put yourself in the mind of a consumer and think about the ways you would search for a business providing the same services as your company. Look for those keywords online and determine which ones provide the best search results. Write down the words you use most frequently and those should be the keywords you use in most of your website content.

You can also create a free account with Google to use AdWords (adwords.google.com). This will show you how many other websites are using those same keywords. The less those keywords are used on other sites, the better.

2. Make sure your keywords are included on all of your web pages
   When you perform an Internet search, the results generally include the title of the webpage as well as the first few lines of text. Make sure the keywords you generate are included in the title of all the pages on your website as well as the first few lines of content at the top of each page.

3. Consider adding a blog or news center to your website
   Search engines love fresh content, but your business may not be rolling out new products or services every week or every month. Creating a blog or news center is a great way to give advice to other consumers looking for help. By adding your keywords into new posts, your website’s visibility on search engine results could increase.

4. Establish inbound and outbound links
   Part of how search engines rank a website is based on how popular or important it is perceived to be. Other websites that link to your site (inbound links) establish your web page as an important Internet resource. The links you post on your website (outbound links) help connect your business with other resources that can help spread your message. Use outbound links with your social media pages to continue driving consumers to other pages associated with your business. While outbound links may not help your SEO, they help raise the probability your website will be linked to by other sources.

Install the BBB Dynamic Seal on your website. Not only does it highlight that your business upholds the high standards of BBB Accreditation, but it also directly links to your BBB Business Review. For more information, visit http://centraltx.bbb.org/bbb-dynamic-seal.
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A majority of the complaints and scam reports Better Business Bureau receives from consumers involve an unsatisfactory purchase they made from a business. However, there are several instances where business-to-business dealings also go sour, leaving business owners no choice but to file a complaint with BBB.

Small businesses, especially newer ones, are frequent targets for scammers due to their perceived lack of experience. Businesses can avoid falling victim to scams by using the same tactics as individuals. Check out any unsolicited offers; don’t pay fees up front; and visit bbb.org to research any company reaching out to your business.

The following scams are three of the most common targeting small businesses:

1. Vanity Award Scams
There is no greater feeling than having an outside party recognize the great work you do. However, scammers prey on this emotion. They offer up and attempt to get businesses to pay for fake awards from organizations that do not exist. Often the name of the organization sounds official or is very similar to a recognized name.

**BBB Tip:** Always verify the organization handing out the award by visiting its website or calling it directly. Be suspicious if you have never heard of the organization or have not recently entered your business for an award. Additionally, check the company out with BBB to make sure it has no previous history of complaints.

2. Phishing Scams
Recently, phishing scams have become more common. Scammers send emails that look legitimate on the surface, but if the links included in the email are clicked, dangerous malware is installed on the user’s computer. The goal is for scammers to capture personal information from the business’ computer system and/or destroy hard drives.

**BBB Tip:** Be cautious if the email contains several spelling or grammatical mistakes. Scroll your mouse over any embedded links to see what the true URL is before clicking on them. If you don’t recognize the website associated with the sender, either delete the message or contact the company supposedly sending the email to verify its legitimacy. Also, make sure your office computers are always up-to-date with the latest firewall and antivirus software.

3. Yellow Pages Scams
This scheme is successful for many scammers because neither the term “yellow pages” nor the famous logo of two fingers walking are trademarked. The scammer will contact the business claiming its yellow pages listing is about to expire or offer the business owner an upgrade on his or her current listing. Any money paid to the scammer is stolen.

**BBB Tip:** Always ask callers for their name and what company they work for so you can check their BBB Business Review before giving out personal information. Also, only let certain authorized personnel handle business transactions. Those individuals will be familiar with what advertising your business currently has running and what companies your business has agreements with.

For more alerts on scams in the area, visit centraltx.bbb.org/business-alerts.

---

Special **thanks** to our Corporate Partners!
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In June 2012, your BBB...

Increased total Accredited Business locations to 11,171
Provided customers with 169,099 BBB Business Reviews
Handled 1,843 disputes
Assisted 5,576 people over the phone
Hosted 441,544 website page views
Sent 1,818 Request a Quote customer referrals to Accredited Businesses

Revocations

Keep Austin Moving: Failure to maintain required licensing, failure to respond to BBB requests for further information to evaluate compliance with BBB Standards

Studio 1401 by Angela Free: Failure to respond to one or more customer complaints filed with BBB